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Welcome to the newsletter and the revamped AWB! I took over as chairman in
September this year and I am committed to its being an energetic and fruitful year
for the AWB, addressing all current issues affecting our members and ensuring

that our voice is heard at all times. 
This promises to be a difficult year ahead with all the proposed government changes to

publicly funded work, many of which will directly affect many of our members.  I believe however
that these battles can be won, as I also know that the Lord Chief  Justice and the judiciary,
including our energetic president The Honourable Mrs Justice Cox DBE, are committed to the
retention of women in the legal profession and a diverse judiciary. We hope through her to form
a close liaison with the Association of Women Judges.  I will ensure that the views and valuable
input of the AWB are continually heard and it is my firm belief  that we cannot be ignored.  

It is thus vitally important that you all join us as an association, keep in touch with us, engage
with us, contribute if  you are able and thus give us your direct support. In order to encourage a
forum for debate and mutual support in the coming year the committee has been reorganised
and I have already planned a number of key events.  Please put the dates in your diary NOW
and the details will follow but it is important that we continue to build on the reputation of the
AWB.  I have also appointed Fiorella Brereton (Cobden House, Quay Street Manchester) as
our representative on the Northern Circuit and hope that this welcome addition will encourage
others to join us from the circuits. I still urgently need representatives on the other circuits so
any offers will be gratefully received.

In particular we are excited about the proposed AWB Christmas drinks and the Valentine
Dinner, which we intend to hold in December and February respectively and hope that these will
be fun occasions where all can renew past acquaintances and make new friends. These are
important events as they allow us not only to get to know each other and lend support to all those
who need it, but cohesion to the AWB and will demonstrate to others that we are a strong
association. It is for this reason I would encourage you to try and attend and who knows you
might even enjoy yourself ! You will find those events and others listed in this newsletter. They
consist of  a mixture of  social networking events, as well as educational. I have also at this
important time for the AWB recruited the experience of  former chairs onto the committee
because of their past great contributions to the AWB and formed a number of sub groups on
the committee who have responsibility for specific topics. If  you are interested in being on the
committee/ sub groups and helping please let us know! 

Although the year ahead will be demanding, I am confident that as always the obstacles that
we encounter within the profession as women can be minimised by the strength and standing
of the AWB. For this I need all your energetic help, support and commitment to ensure a strong
future for us and importantly for all those who will follow 

JOIN THE AWB NOW AND PLAY YOUR IMPORTANT PART.

Kim Hollis QC.
Chair.  
25 Bedford Row, London WC1 R 4HD.

President: The Hon. Mrs. Justice Cox DBE Autumn/Winter 2009

Chairman‘s Welcome

Kim Hollis

Editor’s

message

Welcome to the AWB
newsletter. We’re sorry we’ve been
away so long. 

I hope, as the new editor, to
make the newsletter an integral
part of  members’ experience of
the AWB. To that end, I would
be delighted if  you would email
me at
AWBEditor@googlemail.com. 

I want to know what you
want to see in the newsletter, and
I definitely want to know if  you’d
like to write something for it. I’ve
lots of  ideas for future articles,
but I need writers and I know
you have plenty of  ideas and
opinions! 

In this issue, we round up the
achievements of  the Past Chairs
of  the AWB, we have
International news from Frances
Burton, and we reproduce two of
the articles which originally
appeared in the 2007 newsletter
that unfortunately did not receive
wide distribution. We also have
Melissa Coutinho’s report of  her
year as Chair.  There is also a
‘Dates for Your Diary’ section on
page 7, and contact details for
the Committee members as well
as their responsibilities.

I look forward to hearing
from you all, and making the
newsletter a thoroughly engaging
and useful aspect of  your
membership of  the AWB.

Janey Burton
Editor
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JENNIFER HORNE-ROBERTS 1st CHAIR 1991-2:
Every woman barrister in England & Wales was written to for the
AWB launch.  Inner Temple hosted our first reception where Lady
Justice Butler-Sloss welcomed our initiative and recounted how
when she came to the Bar in 1955, “lack of  ‘suitable’ lavatory
facilities was a common excuse for not taking women on!”  We
supported Helena Kennedy QC’s Equal Opportunity document
and lobbied the Bar Council to support this and create an Equal
Opportunities Committee (“EOC”).  Our members were
affiliated to the International Federation of  Women Lawyers
(FIDA) & we commissioned research into women at the Bar.  We
joined a professional organisation “CWN” for Networking &
raised funds for worthwhile charities.  We asked the Bar Chairman
for an EOC; he quoted the 1977 Benson Report which found
women barristers discriminated against in getting tenancies &
work, recommending that clerking guidelines be drawn up &
suggested this took precedence.

SUSAN SOLOMON: 2nd CHAIR 1992-3: There were
already soundings about getting rid of  robes and wigs but women
were still not allowed to wear trousers in court, or in some of  the
Inns!  A questionnaire was sent out following a pilot to look at
why women were leaving the Bar and, from our feedback, we
recommended that a structured interview on exit should happen.
A Sex Discrimination Committee chaired by Stephen Sedley QC,
which automatically had a co-opted AWB member worked with
the then newly appointed Dr Marie Steward as the Equal
Opportunities Officer for the Bar Council, redrafting a Code of
Practice. The Committee committed itself  to making
recommendations to the Bar Council regarding maternity leave
for women following requests from our members.  

ELIZABETH JONES QC 3rd CHAIR 1993-4: As a
Chancery specialist I held a Chancery Lunch for women barristers.
It was this year that Mary Arden QC was appointed the first
woman to sit in the Chancery Division of  the High Court.  Sonia
Proudman co-ordinated an AWB position on tax-relief  for child-
care following involvement from a Bloomsbury Tax Inspector
complaining about women barristers applying for tax-relief  for
childcare they were not entitled to.  One of  the Inns did a
feasibility study on crèches but found that there was not much
demand for this!  It was not clear whether this was a logistical
problem of  travelling into the Inn with children or simply
insufficient women with children remaining at the Bar.
Workshops and seminars were held as often as we could manage.

JUDGE SUSAN WARD 4th CHAIR 1994-5: I represented
the AWB on the Bar Council when I was Chair of  BACFI as the
AWB had no seat!  I persuaded Jonathan Hirst, (Bar Chairman)
to allow the AWB to attend Bar Council meetings, until we could
show that we were a going concern.  I was also the first Chairman
of the Employed Bar Association, yet another seat from which I
could represent the AWB.  We pushed successfully for a practice
direction allowing women to wear trousers in court which made
a huge practical difference and touched on both soft skills and
advice, such as effective presentation feminine & financial planning.
Mary Arden became our President.

BARBARA HEWSON 5th CHAIR 1995-6: During the
time I was Chair, the AWB had the chance to give oral & written
evidence to the Home Affairs Select Committee of  the House of
Commons on Judicial Appointments – an important milestone.
We also participated in pushing forward the new Equality Code.
There were waves made at Bar Council about the Bar’s Equality
Code which some sets were adamant they did not want to sign up
to.  Despite a fight, the principle went through and the Code was
accepted.  Our Resolution for this at the Bar Council AGM was
passed by a majority of  102 to 19.  There were persuasive
arguments and even some arm-twisting behind the scenes by
supporters Sedley LJ & Martin Bowley QC.  Huge strides were
made; it was entertaining, if  not printable!  

JOSEPHINE HAYES 6th CHAIR 1996-8: During my
watch, an energetic committee took on the indefensible prejudices
and barriers that confronted women at the Bar, and made this
public.  My vice-chair, Daphne Loebl, produced an impressive
report showing how judicial appointments were made from a very
narrow base of  sets of  chambers, which were overwhelmingly
white, male and public-school.  I participated in the LCD working
party on Judicial Appointments & Silk (“JAS”), and my paper on
selection criteria was adopted by them.  In 1997 the AWB was
seeking the advice of  counsel on whether the patronage-based
system of  judicial appointments was actionably discriminatory,
when we noticed a number of  appointments to barristers as
standing counsel to the Government in Chancery & Revenue
matters were made, without any public advertisement or other
opportunity to apply.  I brought an Employment Tribunal claim
against the then AG for indirect discrimination in the selection
of barristers for Government work.  A Tribunal ruled that secret
consultations carried out in respect of candidates for appointment
as counsel to the Government were not subject to PII.  The claim
settled, the AG paid £5K & the system changed. 

JACQUELINE PERRY QC, 7th CHAIR 1998-9: I was
passionate in my support for the AWB after a somewhat reluctant
start!  Although enormous strides were made in getting us on the
map, I identified a difficulty in keeping such links going where
these are due to personal contacts when committee members and
key stakeholders change.  I raised the profile of  the AWB by
inviting Barbara Mills who was DPP then to speak at our Dinner
and as a result of  her interest, we received greater recognition as
an organisation.  We built on this by inviting the newly appointed
Lord Chancellor as our speaker for the next dinner and that
brought out support from key players within the profession,
including Lord Saville & our wonderful stalwarts, Mary Arden &
Brenda Hale.  We were given a ‘voice’ on the Bar Council by Dan
Brennan, (then Chairman), & Geraldine Andrew was a good friend
to the AWB, supporting the organisation and membership from
a group of  practitioners who had not seemed keen to join  us up
to that time! 

HELENE PINES RICHMAN 8th CHAIR 1999-2001:
My tenure coincided with the millennium and the promise of
hope in the transformation in the way that chambers operated as
well as the systems for silk, appointment of  treasury counsel, and

Past Chairs of the AWB, 

and a round-up of their achievements during their term.
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the judiciary.  I was involved in drafting the AWB’s paper for the
Peach inquiry into Silk appointments and had an interview with
Sir Leonard Peach.  I gave numerous speeches and wrote articles
on the need to abolish “secret soundings” which were seen as a
particularly pernicious obstacle to the advancement of  women.
It all assisted in a fundamental reformation of  the appointments
process.  Changes in the way that chambers operated were also
pursued. I served on the Sex Discrimination Panel, ran for the Bar
Council as the AWB’s representative, and pushed for all chambers
to sign up to the Bar Mark equivalent. Fundamental to this was
the need for chambers to develop fair and non-discriminatory
methods in the selection of  pupils and tenants, in the
distribution of  work and maternity leave policies; many
chambers were resistant.  We were invited to conferences to speak
and kept our links with the Fawcett Society.  We receiving
frequent calls from the press asking our views on issues which not
only affected women barristers but also women in general, for
the AWB was regarded as an influential institution. We offered
mentoring also legal seminars. Vera Baird was an active Vice-
Chair who resigned when she became MP.  (I recall a nail-biting
night awaiting the election returns for Vera’s constituency in
Redcar!)  

JUDGE FRANCES BURTON 9th CHAIR 2001-2: My
year coincided with the Queen's Golden Jubilee & as Chair of  the
AWB I was invited to the service at St Paul's and to a
Buckingham Palace Garden Party along with all the other Bar
Associations. We were invited to contribute to the Bar Council
via Jonathan Hirst, Chairman of  the Bar, past AWB Chair Susan
Ward from her BACFI seat, Stephen Hockman as Leader of  the
South Eastern Circuit and Robert Banks, Chairman of  the Sole
Practitioners Group, which also had a seat.  The LCD took a
much more serious interest in the campaign for diversity in
judicial appointments than had been indicated during the earlier
history of  their Working Party on JAS.  This was largely due to
the efforts of  Sir Colin Campbell, First Commissioner for
Judicial Appointments, who began to adopt a keenly inquisitorial
approach into the issues & invited the entire LCD working party
to visit him & his fellow Commissioners at their offices to tell
them how we thought progress could be made.  We sat on a sub-
committee of  the working party led by Richard Wilson QC.  It
was not until March 2005 at the Woman Lawyer Forum that
Lord Falconer used the keynote speech to announce the present
system in which all appointments were to be applied for in open
competition and to introduce a lively debate, involving Lord
Woolf  and Sir Colin in which Sir Colin still insisted that the
proposed changes did not go far enough.  Four years later: the
first advertisement for a recruitment competition appeared in
the press for new Law Lords.

JANE HOYAL 10th CHAIR 2002-2005: During my term
of  office, my committee responded to many consultations re
judicial appointments, silk, equality & law reform.  The Times
generously sponsored our flagship newsletter. Frances Burton
was our international ambassador and led contributions on many
items including legal education.  Our prestigious annual dinner
with important guests was a highlight as was a House of  Lords
event, chaired by our President Brenda Hale.  Here our guest,
the Chief  Justice of  Canada, spoke of  the importance of  an
independent Judicial Appointments Commission in enabling her

country to overcome years of  systemic gender bias. Our President
became the 1st female Law Lord; regrettably still solo.  Mrs.
Justice Cox became our new President.

KANDIAH BANCROFT-BINNS 11th CHAIR 2005-
2006: During my term as the Chair of  the AWB, I was delighted
to progress the AWB Newsletter as Editor, which at the time
had been sponsored by The Times Newspaper. Janey Burton,
Honorary Deputy Editor, continued to support the Newsletter
by overseeing the articles and Charlotte Burton contributed to a
major issue by highlighting basic techniques for enhancing self-
esteem at work. Our New President, Dame Laura Cox DBE, led
the case for equality of  opportunity for women barristers. In
addition, Stephen Hockman QC, as Chair of  the Bar Council,
had been a friend to the AWB, and appreciated our concerns
about raising the profile of  the AWB on the Bar Council. Our
Annual Dinner highlighted a keynote speech from Vera Baird
QC and featured the first ever AWB Dinner Charity raffle, which
was in aid of  Breakthrough Breast Cancer. The Committee
recognised and thanked Baroness Hale, Frances Burton and Jane
Hoyal for their significant contribution and support of  AWB
events and initiatives. 

KALY KAUL 12th CHAIR 2006-2007: The AWB
contributed to work undertaken by the Legal Services
Commission and retained a place on their committee which
allowed us to further the case for equality and diversity on behalf
of  women.  The AWB also followed up on its response to the
Law Commission’s Consultation on Manslaughter, where I
drafted a response on provocation, in cases where women had
been subject to domestic violence.  Baroness Prasher spoke at
our Annual Dinner about a more diverse judiciary.  A small sub-
committee did work on why women predominantly do certain
kinds of  work, with recommendations for change. Support came
from the Nat West

BOZZIE SHEFFI 13th CHAIR 2007-2008: Dominic
Grieve spoke at our Annual Dinner and raised £6K for
Barnardo’s.  The AWB offered young girls who had been helped
by Barnardo’s the opportunity of  doing work-experience in
chambers.  Tim Dutton, Bar Chairman, supported the AWB by
attending our Annual Dinner.  

MELISSA COUTINHO 14th CHAIR 2008-2009:
Sought to re-ignite the campaigning role of  the AWB while
getting in touch with members who have been lost.  The Silk and
Judicial Appointments issues are still very much alive, though
there has been some progress of  note with talks by JAC &
luminaries including Dame Mary Arden & Sir Roger Toulson.
Links have been forged with groups, including the Commerce &
Industry Group of  Solicitors & in-house Counsel, for
professional networking.  We also contributed to the 2008 Bar
Conference with a workshop on how to interview successfully
with Maloney Consulting & Dramanon.  We continued research
on retaining women at the Bar and contributed to papers
produced by the Government Equalities Office.  We worked with
Clerks & the Bar Council to address Managing Career Breaks.
We also planned an event with the judiciary to attract the many
women at the Bar who indicate that they would like to apply but
do not actually seem to, giving them an opportunity to ask
questions of  sitting judges.  Annual Dinner raised £25K for two
charities; Joanna Trollope was the speaker.
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This year’s International Bar Association Conference was
held in Madrid from 4 to 9 October.  In view of  the
amazingly high conference fees (1305 euros for an early

bird concessionary fee before any hotel accommodation, travel
or other chargeable events and over 2,000 euros for everybody
else) it was even more amazing that the conference attracted
5,000 lawyers and 800 accompanying guests, so it was not
particularly surprising to see so few English women lawyers
there especially as the opening date fell in the same week as the
opening of  the legal year in London and the ongoing struggles
about public funding rates which concern a large section of  our
constituency.  The conference was held in the Municipal Palacio
de Congresos which is out near the airport so that transport in
the Madrid morning and evening rush hours was also not
particularly congenial for those who were determined to be
lodged not in the airport hotels but conveniently adjacent to
the Prado and its satellite museums, the Plaza Mayor and the
opera.

Nevertheless there were some interesting sessions.  The
Academic and Professional Development Committee had a
practical approach in addressing practice management and
retention of  work in the current economic downturn as well as
this year enjoying a linked session with the Judges Forum,
chaired by Judge Sheila Murphy from Chicago, a feisty
supporter of  equality and diversity (which she insists is a battle
by no means yet won) and whom our Editor and I had last met
at the Commonwealth Lawyers Conference in Melbourne in
2003. 

The combination of  the judicial link and the location of  the
conference generated an interesting session under the title of
“Tilting at Windmills” in which the nod to Cervantes’ dreamy
knight inspired an examination of  some of  the more hopeless
causes taken up by advocates and judges.  This theme produced
some interesting reflections on the spirit of  Don Quixote in
modern times, demonstrating that the comic, social, moral and
literary lessons of  Cervantes’ masterpiece are as valid today as
they were four hundred and five years ago, such as in the
development of  Human Rights, a post 1939 product distinct
from the earlier natural rights movements of  the eighteenth
century, which has noticeably culminated in Spain in the
concerted efforts of  the Spanish Criminal Court Judge Baltasar
Garzon not only to bring international tyrants to justice but
also to monitor and denounce any over zealous activity in that
quest!   Francisco Esparragar from the UNDA School of  Law
in Sydney NSW traced many of  these cases, including Geoffrey

Robbertson QC’s in defence of  freedom of  expression.  Frank
Astill,  also from Sydney, looked at Lord Denning’s concerns
for “the little people” in cases such as that of  Herbert Bundy
(Lloyds Bank v Bundy [1975] 1 QB 326) where the Court of
Appeal famously found a way of  rejecting the claim of  the bank
which had foreclosed and of  giving back Yew Tree Farm to Mr
Bundy in a judgment famous for the distinctive style, colour and
short sentences of  Denning judgments.  Professor Clark D
Cunningham of  Georgia State College of  Law put the
alternative outcome in his paper “Letting the Windmill Win”,
explaining the  US Supreme Court “Baby Jessica Adoption
Case” In the interest of  B.C.G 496 NW 2d 239 (Iowa 1992)
one of  the most famous American Family Law cases of  the last
20 years. In the words of  the leading American jurist Clarence
Darrow “Lost causes are the only ones worth fighting for” -  in
the sense of  causes not yet won.

My contribution, a paper on “Lord Denning and the Women:
Advancing Women’s Property Interests 1970-2009” looked at
Lord Denning’s early unsuccessful attempts to improve the lot
of  female cohabitants on relationship breakdown through the
use of  the procedural section 17 of  the Married Women’s
Property Act 1882, the development of  “the yardstick of
equality” even in ancillary relief  on divorce as late as White v
White in the last 10 years and the current Law Commission
project to look at pre- and post-nuptial agreements.  Lord
Denning would clearly still have been in the thick of  it were he
still alive. 

The Women’s Interest Group (founded by IBA Past President
Dianna Kempe QC, who is one of  the AWB’s Honorary Vice
Presidents) held a Dinner and a session on law firm
management, but as this group is often more relevant to the
solicitors’ side of  the profession (given the large preponderance
of  law firm members, rather than members of  any of  the Bars)
I did not attend.  Although I met a number of  our individual
international contacts my impression was that the conference
was not well supported by women practitioners this year.
Pressures similar to ours perhaps?

The second conference of  interest to the AWB this autumn has
been the inaugural Judicial Mediation Congress at the Palais du
Luxembourg (the Senate) in Paris, 16-17 October 2009.  This
was run by an international alternative dispute resolution group
called GEMME, initially an EU group, but now worldwide, of
which the key UK supporters so far are Lord Justice Thorpe, Sir
Henry Brooke and Mr Justice Singer, who is Treasurer and

International News
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Membership Secretary of  the UK group.  Of  these only Singer
J attended a packed day and a half  of  sessions, in which Jeremy
Tagg, who heads the Proportionate Dispute Resolution team
at the Ministry of  Justice, spoke about the success of  the Small
Claims mediation programme in our County Courts.  The
conference culminated in the formal establishment of  an
International Judicial Mediation Congress which will meet
annually (in 2010 in Martinique), with a Board initially under
the administration of  the French and the Germans, after which
the annual meeting and administration generally will rotate
between the five continents.  Sir Gavin Lightman, who spoke
about judicial mediation in commercial cases, is the UK Board
member. 

Speaking as a member of  the Civil Mediation Council in
England where we are currently attempting to quantify the
impact of  mediation in our own jurisdiction, I formed the

impression that most jurisdictions are not ahead of  ours in the
use of  judicial mediation or indeed in the use of  mediation at
all, although in some jurisdictions e.g. the Netherlands, there
may be more formal structures in place, which is not surprising
given the different approaches of  the common law and the Code
based civil lawyers of  Europe.  Nevertheless it is an interesting
initiative which may well impact further on English practice.
Any member of  the AWB who has a judicial appointment of
any kind and wants to know more is welcome to get in touch for
further information, either with me on frb@frburton.com or
with Mr Justice Singer at the RCJ.

Frances Burton
Vice-President, International Relations

Frances Burton

When Mrs Justice Dobbs appointed me the first Chair of
the newly formed Equality and Diversity Committee of
the Criminal Bar Association in April 2003, she did so

with the words “This is  an opportunity, you can make of  it
what you will, it can be as small or as huge as the tasks you set
yourself; it’s up to you to decide”. It took a few weeks before the
enormity of  the task that I had volunteered for finally  began to
dawn on me. I started to flag up issues that I  felt, although
relatively simple in content, would have an immediate impact
on the groups that I was there to represent. In particular, I
wanted them to make a real difference to their daily working
lives at the Bar, not only in relation to the type of  work that
they were offered, but also in relation to their career progression. 

With this objective in mind, I addressed a workshop at the
Bar Conference 2003, at which the new equality and diversity
code for the Bar was launched, and flagged up two areas of
direct concern, the addressing of  which in my view would
smooth the way for women and minority ethnic career
progression, with particular emphasis on those who were either
contemplating or had a young family. Yes, we all know that the
Bar, by its very nature, at first blush seemed family-unfriendly,
but I had always believed, and still do from my own experience
of  raising a young family and balancing my practice, that in fact
it can be and should be one of  the professions that is the most

flexible and family-friendly especially for women, allowing them
the opportunity adequately to balance all the demands upon
their time in this modern world.

Owing to the mere fact of  self-employment, women should
be able to select the burden of  their workload at any given time
depending on the varied other specific demands upon them of
career and family. It should not be an inevitability that they are
being pulled in different directions, meaning that when the
strain becomes overwhelming something has to give.

Particularly at the Bar, we are the first generation of  women,
who are really facing and learning to cope successfully with the
challenges posed. We are being helped along the way by
legislation and codes of  practice, the Equality and Diversity
Code for the Bar being a prime example, but there are more
fundamental matters that need to be addressed within our
individual self-employed work environment. For example, when
we are pregnant, or have a young family at home, we should be
able to work and travel comfortably, either by being allotted
cases that allow us to prepare from chambers or home; as
opposed to the daily grind trekking around the criminal courts
appearing in 1-2 day cases, with all the exhausting late-night
preparation that is inherently entailed, or appearing in cases that
enabled us at such times to establish a routine by appearing in
the same court daily. 

Kim Hollis QC

Equality and Diversity?

How long is the road we need to travel and who will

travel with us on the way?
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In stating the above I am not advocating special treatment,
but that the scales can and should be rebalanced where necessary
so that women are just given “a fair crack of  the whip” as far as
work allocation is concerned, when they need it. With the above
main goal of  establishing a more user-friendly environment for
women at the Bar in mind, it was quick and simple to pinpoint
two issues that needed addressing, which were in my view
unanswerable and could have an immediate and dramatic effect.

Firstly, the fact that women were, it seemed, being
pigeonholed into both prosecuting and defending in the work-
intensive, badly paid sex cases and, secondly on the South
Eastern Circuit, dispensing with the preferred set system in
relation to prosecution work which by its very nature, on a close
examination of  the composition of  the main preferred sets,
excluded women and ethnic minorities. The system that was
being used to brief  members of  the Bar to prosecute effectively
made it exceedingly difficult for a large proportion of  the
Criminal Bar, especially women, with the odd outstanding
exception, to pursue a career as a prosecutor /treasury counsel.

Having raised the issue of  the sex cases, it was not at all
surprising that a number of  women approached me in robing
rooms to discuss the difficulties they faced being continually,
in many such cases for a large part of  the working year briefed
/ clerked in sex cases, and how the considerable workload
included lever-arch files of  unused material, all of  which had to
be read, whoever they were representing. This inevitably affected
social time available for their precious home life with their
children, and eventually as important, their earning capacity.
Reading unused material is not usually paid for within the
graduated fee payment system. It is a positive step forward that
this problem has now being acknowledged by government and
in particular recognised by those who set the rates of  payment
under the graduated fee scheme. Under the new carter proposals
the sex cases have been awarded considerable payment uplift,
but that is only half  the problem solved. Women are still being
disproportionately instructed in the sex cases.

Here they can, and I know will, to everyone’s ultimate
advantage, deploy their capacity for hard work, the swift
absorption of  material and attention to detail, which many have
necessarily developed as a result of  working on the work-
intensive sex cases for years. If  women are given more, wider,
and varied opportunities in relation to the type of  work that
they are asked to perform, there will be an almost automatic
ability for them to develop and demonstrate the criterion that
is now being looked for in relation to, for example, judicial
office and silk. The Lord Chancellor will then stand a realistic
chance of  obtaining his diverse judiciary.

The Preferred Set system has become an outdated
institution, replaced by the grading system which allows  anyone
who wishes, whatever their chambers background, to pursue a
career path within the prosecution field. The new fairer grading
system will enable all candidates to obtain a grade and be briefed
according to their ability. It is hoped that this again will result

in a levelling of  the type of  offences in which women are
selected to prosecute and allow them to branch out into fields
that have hitherto been almost closed to them. It is thus also
hoped that they will be replaced by an increase in men
prosecuting the sexual offences and the rebalancing of  the scales
will thus naturally follow.

I pose in the title to this article the question, “How long is
the road we need to travel and who will travel with us along the
way?” Equality and Diversity has only relatively recently, in the
last few years, really come to the fore, and in that short time in
relation to my initial two projects, we have had a 100% success
rate. As I now realise, it is a huge area both in relation to women
and minority ethnics.

We have a number of  new projects in the pipeline, again
which I know will directly impact on the future of  women at the
Bar and also, importantly, their retention.

I am determined to establish over the coming year a
mentoring scheme for women at all stages of  the profession. At
present only very junior members of  the Bar are mentored, with
the help of  the Inns of  Court. Nothing exists at all for those
more senior in the profession. Who says just because you have
been at the Bar for 10, 15, or even 20 years you may not need
the odd bit of  advice or encouragement from someone further
up the ladder in relation to your career / life balance? A
particularly distressing case came to my notice recently of  a
female member of  the Bar who has left the profession, as she
was unable to balance her new young family with work. She had
become so disheartened with all aspects of  the profession that
she just threw in the towel, having dedicated 15 years of  her
working life to it. That should not happen and, one hopes, will
never happen again, without the ability to be able to speak in
confidence to senior members of  the profession. The present
list of  mentors I am compiling, those willing to help others, is
growing daily. There are many other projects in the pipeline. 

The profession and those who support it, have
demonstrated a recent positive willingness to change, we have an
equality and diversity code that will be strictly enforced, that
willingness should be grasped and harnessed, I for one intend
to do just that, with all the help I am offered and from whatever
quarter. The glass ceiling is showing real cracks but is far from
being shattered.

Kim Hollis

Kim Hollis QC
Chair of  Equality and Diversity
Committee Criminal Bar Association
Vice Chair Equality and Diversity (Race and
Religion Committee) of  General Council of  the Bar.
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Frances Gibb’s report in The Times about the Bar Conference
in the year that he was Chairman of  the Bar referred to
Stephen Hockman QC as having to give the somewhat

apocalyptic warning that unless those in practice at the Bar “modernised
themselves and ditched archaic practices, they would not survive
the reformed market for legal services”. The context for this of
course, as he pointed out, is that lawyers face “the biggest upheaval
in their practices for more than a generation under the legal
services Bill”, now enacted as the Legal Services Act.  However, in
the course of what must have been a hard-hitting speech, he spoke
in general terms of  the need for the Bar to raise its game and for
barristers to be better advocates for themselves. 

He rightly observed that any profession must continually
demonstrate its value in the public interest and “must be prepared
to accept scrutiny on a hitherto unprecedented scale”. What, then,
would scrutiny of the barrister’s profession reveal, seven years into
the twenty-first century? Of all the matters which would show
themselves as ripe for reform, surely the position of  women
barristers would be worthy of  special mention.

The 2006 AWB annual dinner provided me with a good
opportunity to speak to many members about their practices and
about the state of  the Bar nation generally. Whilst there are
obvious successes, the general picture was not an encouraging one.
It must be a matter of  real concern to everyone that so many
women are leaving the profession each year, after several years of
practice, because they are finding the demands of  practice
unacceptable and so wholly incompatible with family life.

It must also be a matter of  real concern that, many years after
the Bar Council’s promulgation of  the first Equality Code, so
many women in practice are still finding themselves being steered
into areas of  work regarded as the particular province of  women
practitioners, that is, women’s work! Maternity absence from
chambers, return to practice and work life balance thereafter are
still presenting insuperable problems for many women. Whilst so
many sets of  chambers now boast comprehensive maternity and
equality policies, the reality on the ground seems rather different.

Too many women still describe a hostility in chambers to
suggested flexible working arrangements, a devaluation of  their
work, a sense of  isolation and a resignation on their part to never
being in a position to consider promotion to silk or a move to the
ranks of  the judiciary. This is all the more discouraging given the
arrival of  new, objective and transparent procedures for the fair
selection of  those to be appointed to the rank of  Queen’s
Counsel; and given the birth of  the Judicial Appointments
Commission with, for the first time, the opportunity to create a
more diverse judiciary. Just at the time when fairer selection and

appointments procedures should be encouraging more women to
consider applying for silk or judicial appointment, the numbers
of more senior women practitioners eligible to apply are actually
reducing. What are the reasons for this? Is it really the product of
a professional culture characterised by exclusionary norms? And,
more importantly, what is being done about it? One of  the
strategies for positive change must be through stronger regulation
by the Bar’s professional body. To what extent are women actively
participating in the work of  the Bar Council and pressing for
change? For a number of years now women have been entering the
profession in equal numbers to men and are no longer a token
presence. However, access to the profession begs the questions of
what sort of  access, to what level and with what hope of
retention. Clearly structural disadvantage remains.

It is time, I think, for the Association of Women Barristers to
raise its game! At this important time in the life of  the profession
I encourage all women barristers to join this association, to
encourage and support both its work and its members, and to
contribute to its voice. There is still so much to be done and the
present, major changes under way provide a real opportunity for
its membership to be galvanised and its voice to be heard.

Laura Cox
Laura Cox
High Court of  Justice
November 2007

Dame Laura Cox

The AWB - A Woman’s Voice

Dates for your diary
MONDAY 14 DECEMBER 2009 – Christmas
drinks (venue TBA)

TUESDAY 19 JANUARY 2010 – Lecture

FEBRUARY 2010 – the Annual Dinner will be
a Valentine Ball (date TBA)

MARCH 2010 – Lecture (date TBA)
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This has been a busy year for the AWB.  Key events have been as
follows:

• Annual Dinner & Fundraiser w/£25K being raised 
for charities INS & the Mulberry Bush

• Resurrection of our newsletter after a dormant 
period of 12+ months

• Our inclusion in the Bar Council’s Managing Career 
Breaks

• Inclusion in positive discrimination for women 
consultation by GEO

• Our inclusion in the JAC and Judicial Diversity 
sharing days

• Our inclusion at the Bar Conference, sharing a table 
with the Bar Council E&DC & jointly hosting a 
workshop

• Our inclusion at the Pupillage Fair 
• Our inclusion in the Bar Council’s Round Table 

Event on E&D
• Finding our records and celebrating our 18th 

birthday, 
• Holding seminars on the Judiciary, JAC & Shaken-

Baby Syndrome
• Doing research into the situation of women at the 

Bar.
• Gaining the support of backers: C&I Group, Furnival 

Chambers, M. Lund Enterprises, TM Lewin, 
Jazzbomb, JewelArt, Quercus/G.F.Newman, 
Dramanon, Maloney Consultancy, DWP, Covergirl, 
Porsche, Quality Hotels, Luxury Hotels & Caldesi 
School.  

• Gaining the support of the following speakers for 
events: Dame Janet Smith, Dame Mary Arden, 
Roger Toulson, Helenda Kennedy QC, Joanna 
Trollope & Waney Squiers 

• Reviewing our database of members & establishing 
an electronic list

• Lobbying BSB re clarity re PCF status for those 
taking  maternity leave

• Establishing links with the IBC and the work that 
needs to be undertaken, following Dame Linda 
Dobbs’ suggestion

• Investigating issues raised & providing support/ 
mentoring requested

Our records showed that 1991, the year that barrister Margaret
Thatcher, the first female British Prime Minister, gave up her seat
in the Commons, was also the year that the AWB formed.  It was
72 years since the first woman barrister had practiced in England
& Wales.  The reason for the creation of the AWB was that while
women were being called to the Bar in ever increasing numbers, only
a minority stayed to establish careers and reputations.

Eighteen years on and again, as in 1991, with an uncertain
economic climate, the figures are not radically different.  Recently

the numbers of  women qualifying as barristers exceeded the
number of men in the same intake (2007-2008) and figures of
men and women qualifying have been broadly similar for 25 years.
Yet this is not borne out by looking outside the doors of most
chambers to see who the tenants are; women of  25 years call
number as a select few.

There have been strides made, with, 55% of  women who
applied taking Silk in the recent round, and 45% of women being
successful, in High Court appointments recently.  We may not
have had another female Prime Minister but we have got a female
Attorney General, the first since the post was created in 1314.
What we do not have is enough women applying for posts as a
mark of recognition of their excellence or being successful.  For all
our progress, women are not represented in proportionate
numbers, in Silk, or in the senior judiciary.

I spoke to most of  our previous Chairs who indicated a
continued willingness to help; those who did not want to assist (1
person) or could not be contacted (3 people) represented a
minority. Our first Chair Jennifer Horne Roberts and each
successive Chair has furthered our agenda of increasing opportunity
for women barristers.  There have been some notable successes that
I have chronicled and deserve a wider audience.  To this end, I
suggest an article in Counsel and have put the same forward.  Two
of the strongest examples to our credit have been assisting with a
detailed high profile study into the failure of the Gender Imbalance
within the Irish Judiciary, which resulted in an immediate change in
numbers the same year the results were published.

There was also a 1997 victory after the AWB sought the advice
of counsel on whether the patronage-based system of appointments
was actionably discriminatory, when we noticed a number of
appointments to barristers as standing counsel to the Government
in Chancery & Revenue matters were made, without any public
advertisement or other opportunity to apply.  The AWB brought
an Employment Tribunal claim against the then AG for indirect
discrimination in the selection of barristers for Government work
and a Tribunal ruled that the secret consultations carried out in
respect of  candidates for appointment as counsel to the
Government were not subject to PII.  The claim settled, the AG
paid £5K & the system changed with the AWB being able to make
donations to charities that help professional women. 

The theme I chose for my term of  office was Retention &
Recognition, to address the women that the Bar fails to retain.  I
made the point at the Bar Council’s Equality & Diversity recent
Round Table event on Gender that there is an important link
between these two concepts.  There needs to be more evidence of
recognition if  there is to be retention.  I made the point that even
at the outset of their careers when there are more equal numbers
of men and women, numbers of those being appointed to the C
panel disproportionately favour men. 

In order to canvass whether this was chicken and egg territory,
with women not staying in the profession long enough to be
recognised, we carried out some research.  I will attach a summary
of results here but essentially there have been responses from many

Annual Report 2008/9:
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women for whom in light of no recognition nor prospect of this
being apparent, re-evaluate the costs and benefits of their position.
Where cost always exceeds benefit, it is a short step from here to
finding an alternative job that is less demanding with increased
flexibility, where huge efforts do not go unrewarded. 

Good women who leave the profession early lose the potential
to be an inspiration to future generations or to change the face of
the judiciary.  We owe a great debt to the inspirational role models
we already have but we need to use the examples posed by such
individuals.  This year we returned to a concept used by the AWB
in previous decades, not only targeting women lawyers but also
women who have carved a name for themselves in other professions,
such as writing (Joanna Trollope) and forensic pathology (Dr
Waney Squiers).  Our members and non members were enthusiastic
about listening to what they had to say, the former because of the
beautiful language used, the latter for the relevance of her work on
Baby Shaking Syndrome to their own cases.

Following a suggestion from Linda Dobbs, I made contact
with the Institute of Barristers Clerks to find out whether there was
still a problem from their point of view as regard women barristers,
given that the latter group still felt there was work to be done in
terms of addressing inequality. Subsequently we have worked with
Michael Goodridge, who has contributed ideas to our newsletter.
There was a recognition from clerks that the problems may be
two-fold and be based both on the views of clerks and barristers,
they are addressing the former by equality courses for clerks that
we have been offered input to, as well as educating barristers
regarding how they can help.  This now forms part of  the Bar
Council’s training on Managing Career Breaks. 

Our inclusion in the JAC and Judicial Diversity sharing days
have given rise to an idea where as many women barristers as
possible could meet as many judges as possible.  Elizabeth Butler-
Sloss, Mary Arden, Linda Dobbs and Laura Cox would all support
this as the AWJ would jointly fund any costs that arise.  It simply
requires a date to be chosen.

Our inclusion at the Bar Conference, sharing a table with the
Bar Council E&DC & jointly hosting a workshop on Selection &
Interviewing used a professional drama company Dramanon as
well as Maloney Consultancy, sponsored by the Department of
Work and Pensions so that there was a nil financial cost to us.
The workshop that used actors allowed both interviewer to
reconsider whether they needed new recruits in their own image
and reminded interviewees to reconsider the message they wanted
to get across and what this could mean.  We are presenting a
workshop at the Bar Conference this year as our bid has been
successful to consider women within the criminal justice system:
whether the average jury is educated to comprehend the relevant
issues and the statistics, the penalties that are imposed and how to
address inconsistencies.

We supplied a paper to the Gender & Equalities Office after
being invited to contribute our views on the Sex Discrimination
(Election Candidates Act) 2002.  This legislation allows positive
discrimination for women and is due to expire in 2015.  We were
asked for our views regarding whether provisions should be
extended in the hope of  reaching equality of  numbers.  This
required a review of progress to date and our ultimate view was
that the provisions be extended, though not indefinitely, as we felt
this might be counter-productive.  We suggested an approach of

reviewing results and imposing sanctions where bodies could not
demonstrate evidence of compliance.

Our 18th birthday was a chance to re-connect with past
members, Fiona Jackson both went through the process of
reviewing different membership lists to create a master copy in
order to issue invitations as well as taking some wonderful photos.
We did miss the opportunity to take a photo of  members

spanning 70 years in the same room at the same time but hope to
achieve this with similar events.  We were fortunate that Quercus,
Gordon Newman’s publishing company, agreed to share costs with
us, which assisted us financially.  

Our events have been successful thanks to the backing of  a
number of commercial enterprises who have provided funds or
goods for us.  These companies have replaced previous supporters
and it is imperative that if  we are to continue relying on funding
from such sources that everyone is to consider how they can spread
the work that the AWB do.

We have had a number of organisations who are keen to do
further work with us relating to issues regarding training for
women, couture and ready to wear clothing for women from (Kate
Starkey), as well as Melissa Lund Enterprises (Image Consultant).
Using their skills and financial backing might assist us in using
our resources for more academic work or at least freeing up time
to be spent on other areas.  A number of personal issues ranging
from maternity issues, part time policies, tax relief  of childcare,
derogatory remarks about working mothers, confidence building,
providing mini-pupillage, providing support or mentoring, revising
CVs have all been covered by members of the committee.

AWB Business Over the Year
JULY: Mary Arden spoke at our AGM about women barristers.
JULY: Roger Toulson, in his capacity as a JAC Commissioner,
accompanied by Louise Joyce from Judicial Office and those at
the JAC who provide admin for applications, together provided
an excellent overview and details regarding judicial appointments
applications.
AUGUST: Commenced work with Institute of Barristers Clerks
re what practical steps could take place to ensure that less tension
between women and their clerks, with flexibility considered,
(following up on Linda Dobbs suggestions after conversations with
her).  Working on recovering lost contacts for the AWB. 
SEPTEMBER: Spoke about AWB at the Managing Career Breaks
talk put on by Bar Council.  Further progressed work with clerks
and with those who have left the self-employed Bar.  Meet with
Equality & Diversity Committee for the Bar Council.   
OCTOBER: Represented AWB at the Bar Council Round Table
Diversity Event re Women, and found that statistics for those on
AG lists, not encouraging for the younger bar, despite good
representation at the bar in early years and applications being made.
Annual Dinner, (raised over £23,000), Helena Kennedy spoke
about being a woman at the Bar.
NOVEMBER: Put on workshop at Bar Conference; this was a
joint effort with Equality & Diversity Committee and Employed
Bar Committee.  Consideration of  unspoken prejudice and
interviewing techniques.  Also responded to proposals from
Equalities Department regarding all-women shortlists for
parliamentary candidates.  QC Review highlighted that women
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who actually apply stand a good chance of being successful.  Real
issues: whether women remain long enough to build up
experience/ have the confidence to apply/ have confidence in
system.
DECEMBER: Another JAC event given the Recorder competition
in January 2009.  Additionally reviewing those who have left the
SEB and asking what would have made a difference.
JANUARY: start linking up with AWJ in concrete way & ask for
date to be agreed for joint event.
FEBURARY: attend the Lord Judge Conference re a more Diverse
Judiciary representing AWB and work further on joining up
interested parties for a summer event.
MARCH: Gordon Newman has agreed to talk about the history
of the legal system and the place that women have held within it.
Possibly combine this with birthday celebrations.
APRIL: Expert witness handling, Wayney Squier has offered to
speak to members
MAY: Survey went out to women barristers to answer questions re
their practices and careers.
JUNE: AWB Paper supplied to the Gender & Equalities Office on
the Sex Discrimination (Election Candidates Act) 2002.  This
legislation allows positive discrimination for women and is due to
expire in 2015.  We were asked for our views regarding whether
provisions should be extended in the hope of reaching equality of
numbers.  
JULY: A joint AWB/AWJ event where women barristers can meet
women judges and ask questions had to be postponed along with
AGM.  However, this allowed time for numbers from the survey
to be collated.
AUGUST: AGM

AWB Pilot Survey Research
While only 980 women responded to our pilot questionnaire

which makes this illustrative rather than definitive, our sample has
allowed us to identify certain trends.  Some qualitative research
was also carried out through structured interviews.  Full details of
this research and breakdowns are available on request:

78% of women questioned who were at the practising bar had
either left their jobs or had seriously thought about doing so.
There was a 20% differential between self-employed practitioners
than employed practitioners. 

62% of those at the self-employed bar who indicated a change

of  career or employment status, cited the need for additional
flexibility.  45% of those at the employed bar who indicated a
change of career or employment status, cited the wish for greater
opportunity and/or earning potential.

66% of women were doing criminal or family work.  46% of
these women doing crime or family work wanted to do other more
specialised work that they felt would be more lucrative and offer
increased flexibility.

45% of woman had had a career break, with figures at the self
employed and employed bar the same.  However 60% of those
interviewed who were employed admitted to a flexible working
pattern.  Of those at the self-employed Bar, 49% had enjoyed a
career break rent-free and 20% of those who did have a rent free
period had had to negotiate this themselves.

Less than 15% of the women questioned who were in practice
were over 20 years call.  There was a 55% difference between those
who wanted to have a judicial appointment and those who actually
made applications, with 60% indicating interest and 5%
indicating that applications had been made; with Silk 64%
indicating interest, 3% apply. 

• There appeared to be evidence that people were doing
criminal and family work, even though they held other interests.
Similar evidence has been produced via independent research
carried out via previous Bar Council Equality & Diversity Exit
Surveys.  Ironically, standard criminal and family work are on
average the least well paid, (because of  the large percentage of
publicly funded work) and the least flexible of  areas, relying as
they do on court timetables that cannot be easily influenced.

• It was clear that this position had not been appreciated by
people who found themselves juggling competing priorities.
Interviews revealed that pressure was  often applied by clerks to
encourage women to do criminal/ family work on the basis that
there would be sufficient other people to cover any eventual
absences for maternity leave and career breaks.  Unfortunately this
has created a vicious cycle of  work, not easy to return to on a
flexible basis.

Melissa Coutinho
Melissa Coutinho
Chair, 2008-2009
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